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 528 THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL IAW [Vol. 90

 Given the public indifference of executive

 branch officials to questions of international law

 raised by the Vietnam conflict, in the face of

 substantial scholarly commentary addressed to
 those questions,' readers of this Journal will
 doubtless be interested in the behind-the-scenes

 role played by international law in the delibera-

 tions of militaxy planners. That role can be

 summed up in one word: none. The disconnect

 between the academy and the Pentagon, the

 worlds of military action and legal thought, is

 complete. McNamara's account of executive

 branch deliberations on the war reveals not a

 single meeting or memo dealing with issues of

 international law. The concept has no entry in

 the index, and none is needed: as is clear from

 his chronology, the war was shaped by prac-

 titioners of realpolitik whose motto might have

 been: Mettemich, yes; Grotius-who? In the de-

 bate whether international law really matters,

 its defenders will find the Vietnam War even

 harder to explain.

 McNamara wishes it were otherwise. The

 book concludes with a plea for a "world in

 which relations among nations would be based

 on the rule of law, a world in which national

 security would be supported by a system of col-

 lective security" (p. 328). A "reorganized and

 strengthened United Nations," he writes, "to-

 gether with new and expanded regional organi-

 zations" would prevent and resolve conflict.

 How to get there, he admits, is not clear. Still,
 at a time when the United Nations faces severe

 cutbacks and even potential bankruptcy be-
 cause of the decline of its political capital in the

 United States, McNamara's willingness to take
 its side and make the case for beleaguered mul-

 tilateralism is significant-significant because

 In Retrospect is, if anything, an account of how

 the alternative works. The UN Charter, he sug-

 gests, "offers a far more appropriate framework
 for international relations in such a world than

 does the doctrine of power politics" (p. 326).
 The book focuses on the process by which Viet-

 nam policy was made. McNamara identifies dis-

 tortions, and his proposals for improving foreign
 policy decision making seem right. His model

 for analyzing and debating policy options, from

 which the Vietnam process veered fatally, is the
 Executive Committee ("ExCom") that handled

 the Cuban missile crisis with "intensity and thor-

 oughness" (p. 323), "openness and candor" (p.

 332). What is needed is a full-time team con-
 sisting of high-level officials who have direct ac-
 cess to the President and who meet regularly
 with him. Their task must be to shine analytic
 light on fundamental issues (such as the infa-
 mous "domino theory," which, he indicates, was
 accepted by Kennedy's aides without analysis (p.
 33)) and to examine advisers' disagreements.
 McNamara does not allude to it, but a substantial
 scholarly literature has developed on the causes
 of "groupthink" and how it can be prevented.2
 Like the literature of international law during
 the Vietnam War, it has been all but ignored by

 government decision makers.
 Some of McNamara's retrospective judgment

 seems inconsistent. Contrary to his belief, had
 the Johnson administration "explained fully

 . why we were doing what we did," the result
 more likely would have been diminished, not
 enhanced, "popular support" for the war (p.
 322). In Retrospect is precisely such an explana-
 tion, and it seems unlikely that a publication
 date of 1968 would have resulted in greater pop-
 ular support for the war. On various points
 McNamara seems unwilling still to accept the
 verdict of history. The alleged second attack by
 North Vietnamese patrol boats on American de-
 stroyers, on August 4, 1964, is an example. He
 concludes that it is "probable but not certain"
 that the attack occurred (p. 128). A central
 piece of evidence on which the administration

 relied in launching retaliatory air strikes-and
 later in seeking congressional approval of the
 Gulf of Tonkin Resolution-was a message in-
 tercepted by the National Security Agency
 (NSA) from the North Vietnamese Navy, which,
 McNamara writes, indicated that "two of its
 boats had been sunk" in connection with the
 attack (p. 134). In fact, members of the staff of
 the Senate Foreign Relations Committee who
 reviewed the intercept (a copy, actually-NSA
 could not find the original) concluded that the
 intercept related to the first attack on August 2,
 a conclusion reinforced by discrepancies be-
 tween the time sequence of the intercept and
 the reported actions of the U.S. destroyers.3 To
 McNamara's credit though, he does include evi-
 dence at odds with the administration's 1964
 account.4

 ' See, e.g., Louis HENKIN, How NATIONS BEHAVE:
 LAW AND FOREIGN PoucY (1979).

 2 See IRVING L. JANIS, GROUPTHINK: PSWHOLOGICAL
 STUDIES OF POLICY DECISIONS AND FIASCOES (2d rev.
 ed. 1982).

 3J. NorvillJones, Robert McNamara's Bad Information,
 WASHI. POST, Nov. 23, 1995, at A22 (final ed.).

 4 When in 1995 McNamara reportedly asked Gen-
 eral Vo Nguyen Giap, the chief strategist behind the
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 I take issue with those who object to publica-

 tion of this book. Failure to acknowledge error,

 however belatedly, can only endanger more

 lives. Whether their cause was "noble" or not,

 the American dead and wounded in Vietnam

 did what they were sent to do: to help South

 Vietnam win its war. That it failed in the end-

 that American ideals were misdirected-was

 not their fault.5 Whether it was the task of the

 United States to assist that Government mili-

 tarily, and whether the United States should

 have done more or done less, was not their deci-

 sion. McNamara's painful book takes nothing

 from them. Nor does it "vindicate" (as Presi-

 dent Clinton said he was vindicated by)6 the

 war's opponents. If the objectors were right to

 object, they did not need Robert McNamara to
 legitimate that objection; and if they were

 wrong to object, McNamara's belated support
 does not make their objection right.

 "Belated" is of course the principal criticism

 that has been directed at the book, for under-

 standable reasons. There is some truth to McNa-

 mara's thought that a Secretary of Defense is
 on a different footing, politically if not legally,

 from a man on the street or even a U.S. Senator.

 It was known long before McNamara wrote this

 book that he opposed the war during his final

 months as Secretary of Defense. A bitter public

 split between a President and his military chief

 might have resulted in even more casualties.

 In any event, McNamara invites us to look so-

 berly and purposefully at what went wrong in

 Vietnam, and to avoid making those same mis-
 takes-his mistakes-again. This would be a

 priceless gift from any public servant in any coun-

 try; one hopes that his country, sooner rather

 than later, will be able to receive it.

 MICHAEL J. GLENNON

 Board of Editors

 North Vietnamese war effort, what really happened
 in the Tonkin Gulf on the night of August 4, 1964,

 Giap replied, "Absolutely nothing." McNamara
 seemed satisfied with the answer. "It's a pretty

 damned good source." McNamara Meets Former Foe,
 WASH. POST Nov. 10, 1995, at A36 (final ed.).

 5As Frances FitzGerald has written, the United
 States "reduce[d] its majestic concerns for the con-
 tainment of communism and the security of the Free
 World to a dimension where governments rose and
 fell as a result of arguments between two colonels'
 wives." FRANCES FITZGERALD, FIRE IN ThiE LAKE
 (1972).

 6 ClintonFeels He's Vindicated on Vietnam by McNamara
 Book, N.Y TIMES, Apr. 15, 1995, ?1, at 7.

 The UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules as Interpreted and

 Applied. By David D. Caron and Matti Pellon-

 paa. Helsinki: Finnish Lawyers' Publishing,

 1995. Pp. xxii, 557. Index. $99.

 If one imagined a desk book for international

 arbitration, a primary source and point of de-
 parture for lawyers representing parties in arbi-
 trations and arbitrators, a book also of interest

 to students and scholars, this would be it. Invalu-
 able as an introduction to international arbitra-

 dion, it is also eminently worthwhile for the
 more sophisticated reader, not only as a review

 and reminder, but also for the inevitable issues

 ar aspects that are new.

 The authors of this work, David Caron of the

 University of California at Berkeley and Matti

 Pellonpaa of the University of Finland, were

 both law clerks for arbitrators at the Iran-U.S.

 Claims Tribunal. They bring this perspective to

 assessing the practice of the Tribunal in inter-

 preting and applying its arbitration rules.
 These rules were, with some modifications,

 those developed by the UN Commission on In-

 ternational Trade Law (UNCITRAL). The UN-

 CITRAL rules were negotiated and adopted with
 the most broadly representative participation,

 including countries from all geographic regions

 and different political, economic and legal sys-

 tems. Having benefited as well from the guid-
 ance of noted arbitration experts who served as

 negotiators, the UNCITRAL Rules are both

 widely accepted and highly workable.

 The Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal applied these

 rules to many thousands of procedural ques-

 tions and disputes, in cases involving not only

 commercial claims but also a number of govern-

 ment-to-government disputes. Despite certain

 idiosyncratic aspects of the creation and opera-

 tion of the Tribunal, these issues and disputes

 could often potentially be raised in any setting.

 The Tribunal practice thus constitutes an un-

 paralleled wealth of analysis and precedent in
 the interpretation and application of the UN-
 CITRAL, or any similar, rules.

 The Tribunal practice, however, is only part

 of the story. This practice is carefully prefaced

 by and set within the broader framework of arbi-
 tral law and practice, with ample exposition and
 analysis, in order to illuminate not only the UN-
 CITRAL Rules but, more generally, the funda-

 mental practical and legal issues involved in

 each subject. The book is organized around the
 logical and chronological sequence in which an
 arbitration unfolds: first, the fundamental legal

 framework within which the arbitration takes

 place; second, the selection of arbitrators and
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